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Take the Wheel: 
Get the Best Car Deal

Brought to you by
Town & Country  Credit 

Union

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Introductions: By CU rep/speaker. Housekeeping items: Restroom location, refreshments. Format: Informal, interactive session. Q&A: Discussion and participation are a large part of the program. Handouts: Encourage participants to use the handouts before and during the car-shopping process. Family involvement: Encourage participants to discuss the topic with family, particularly teenagers. Evaluations: (1) Self-evaluation form immediately after the session, and (2) Follow-up evaluation that will be mailed to participants in two to three months. Ask participants to return the evaluation in the self-addressed, postage-paid envelope.
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Seminar objectives

Learn how to:
 Determine how much car you can afford
 Use a car inspection and test-drive checklist
 Deal with dealers
 Negotiate the best car price
 Benefit from buying used
 Decipher financing options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: It doesn’t matter if you’ve never purchased a car, or if you’ve purchased 10 cars. The car-buying process is not something most of us do every day, which is why [NAME OF CREDIT UNION] is hosting this seminar. The most cost-effective strategy when buying a car is to do your homework before you start shopping. Prepare yourself so you get the best deal. [Review bullets on slide]
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Ask yourself …

 Am I paying all debts on time?

 Is my credit report “clean”? 

 Or, am I living paycheck to paycheck?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: First things first. Take a look at your credit and debt history and ask yourself the questions on the slide. How are you doing? If you’re living paycheck to paycheck, you may need to adjust your purchase expectations. Meet with credit union staff to get finances under control before you go car shopping.REVIEW SLIDE BULLETSTELL AUDIENCE: The Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act requires each of the three major credit reporting agencies (Equifax, TransUnion, and Experian) to provide one free credit report per year to consumers who request them. Make sure you order your free reports and check them for accuracy. Go to annualcreditreport.com, or call toll-free 877-322-8228. Your credit history will affect the finance rate you’re able to negotiate. You’ll be able to get a lower interest rate if you’ve paid other credit obligations on time. If your bill-paying history hasn’t been as timely as you’d like, consider waiting a few months to buy a car and taking steps to improve your bill-paying history, which may improve your credit score. The FICO credit score is a number from 300 to around 850 that indicates your creditworthiness. Another credit score is VantageScore, a number from 501 to 990. Know which score you are viewing. For both scores, the higher, the better. The best way to improve your score: Pay all bills on time.
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How much car 
can you afford?

Check your budget …
 Keep all monthly payments—including rent or mortgage—

less than 40% of monthly take-home pay

Don’t forget other expenses …
 License, registration, gas, maintenance, and repair

Factor in …
 Down payment, manufacturer rebates, value of trade-in, 

and money you can afford to borrow.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Before you set foot in a dealership or look in the classifieds, make sure you know how much you reasonably can afford to spend on a new or used vehicle. When you review your budget, list total income, and list all fixed and variable expenses. Then determine what monthly payment you can afford, but leave room for the unexpected.REVIEW SLIDE BULLETSTELL AUDIENCE: Note: Some credit unions and lenders extend the 40% ceiling—referred to in the second bullet on the slide—depending on your income and other expenses. Use this figure as a general guide. Take steps to cut the cost of gasoline: Combine errands, get regular tune-ups, reduce weight in the trunk, use octane recommended for your vehicle, and don’t speed. Keep tire pressure at the level recommended by the tire manufacturer for safety and optimal miles per gallon. The recommendation on the driver door—per the car manufacturer—usually enhances a smooth ride, not miles per gallon. Estimate gas costs on the high side, so you don’t get caught with higher annual expenditures than you’d expected. Also, anticipate a few major car repairs and budget accordingly. Your mechanic may be able to tell you what kinds of problems your vehicle may develop, based on other owners’ experiences.
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Get preapproved—first!

 Get preapproved for credit union loan 
before you visit dealership

 Keep amount to yourself 
until negotiations are complete

 Compare dealer offer 
with credit union rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Getting preapproved for a car loan gives you an “upper hand” during price negotiations. Just because you’re preapproved for a certain loan amount, though, doesn’t mean you have to get a loan for exactly that amount, or that you should look for a car that costs up to that amount. Consider the loan amount—and car price—that’s best for your budget, taking into account your transportation needs as well as maintenance, repair, license, registration, and insurance costs.
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Factors to consider

▪ Quality, reliability Check Consumer Reports

▪ Affordability, depreciation New, used, certified pre-owned

▪ Fuel economy Highway vs. city driving

▪ Size, safety requirements Whether you haul kids

▪ Lease or buy How long  you plan to keep it

▪ Your budget Operating, maintenance, repairs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: In the first year you own the car, your new vehicle may lose 20% or more of its original value. By the end of the fifth year, the value may fall by an average of 35.1% (source: IntelliChoice). The pace levels off after five years, so try to keep the car at least that long—and beyond—to minimize the financial “hit” of depreciation. Or, buy used—you get more car for less money. Even with some increased repairs and maintenance costs, you could spend less per year than on new car payments. New cars depreciate the minute you drive them off the lot, and used cars are more likely to need costly repairs. Consider a certified pre-owned vehicle. It offers the lower cost of a used car, and the peace of mind of factory-backed warranties of three months to up to 10 years in some cases. To avoid being overcharged, look for programs that ban cars with frame or excessive panel damage, don’t rely on car histories that come with vehicles because they may be incomplete, and consider certification programs backed by factory warranties. When gas prices are high, fuel economy may “drive” your decision (fueleconomy.gov). Regarding safety: See the “car safety” section at consumerreports.org/cro/cars/safety-recalls/index.html (subscription required). Look for electronic stability control (ESC), which prevents loss of control in a turn. It’s proven especially helpful on slippery roads or when drivers swerve to avoid an accident. Consumer Reports’ auto experts believe that ESC may be one of the most significant automotive lifesaving technologies. An SUV often is first in the ditch on snowy days. Drivers have a false sense of security with four-wheel drive.
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Tips to get you started

 Educate yourself

 Shop around

 Is dealership conveniently located?

 Check out service department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Educate yourself about options, pricing, and future functionality of the cars you’re considering.  Shop around. Visit several dealers, and take advantage of the many online and offline resources available to check out the choices. Make sure the dealership is located close to your home, and check out the service department where you plan to take the car for repairs. Ask family or friends about the dealership and service department reputation. If you have teenagers, take them with you as you shop for a car. The experience will help them when they shop around for cars in the future. Here are more tips for the bargain hunter:  --Buy out-of-season vehicles.�  --Buy a model late in the year when a body or style change is imminent. �  --Customer cash incentives are typically higher in the summer and winter months. �  --Buy around the last day of the month when dealers are eager to meet monthly sales quotas. �  --Buy at the end of the year when dealers clear out inventory for tax reasons.
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If you use the Web to 
shop around …

 Check out choices, prices

 Search classifieds online

 Check safety records

 Consider hybrid cars

 Search local dealers’ Web sites for inventories

 Find current manufacturer rebates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: A savvy car buyer will take advantage of the Internet to gather information about car pricing. Several useful Web sites are listed on Handout 1.HANDOUT 1: “Auto-Buying Resources: Do Your Homework”�-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR—IMPORTANT: Some of the Web sites listed on Handout 1 contain alternative financing offers. Check with the credit union and ask if some Web sites (such as kbb.com or nada.com) should be deleted from the handout. If the credit union uses a specific vehicle valuation company, consider adding that and other resources to Handout 1, and providing related information or handouts to participants. Or, emphasize that financing and help with the research process is available at the credit union, or on the credit union Web site.
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Shopping tips

 Decide make, model, options, and color

 Visit at least three dealerships or car lots

 Don’t go alone

 Look for the car you want, with the most features, at a 
price you can afford

 Consider gas mileage

 Keep good records as you shop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Once you decide on a particular type and size of vehicle and take advantage of the shopping resources on the Internet, visit at least three dealerships or car lots. Look for the car that has the most features you want at the price you can afford. Take someone with you to dealerships. Even if they don’t know much about cars, they can be a voice of reason and point out things you miss as you look at cars. Keep good records and take good notes as you shop around. To help you with the process of figuring out what options you want—before you start to shop around—refer to Handout 2, “Vehicle Options to Consider.” Personalize the checklist with your own preferences, highlight those features that matter most to you, or rank them in order of importance to you.HANDOUT 2: “Vehicle Options to Consider”�----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Beginning with 2008 models, EPA window stickers reflect more accurate gas mileage testing methods, taking into account the effects of faster speeds and acceleration, air conditioner use, and colder outside temperatures. The new MPG ratings generally will decrease fuel economy estimates, but actual gas mileage has not changed. The new stickers also provide more detailed information about gas mileage to help consumers make more informed decisions.
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Test-drive checklist

 Size and seating
 Visibility, comfort
 Accessories within reach

 Radio sound quality
 Road feel and noise (turn audio off)
 Passing, merging, shifting, cornering, braking, 

comfort for long distance, rough pavement

 Heating and air conditioning
 Fan noise, adjustment of vents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANDOUT 3: “Car Inspection Checklist”TELL AUDIENCE:  Use a checklist for each test-drive, and compare notes. For example, are all the accessories within reach from the driver’s seat so you don’t have to remove your eyes from the road? Handout 3 is designed to help you track your general impressions on a variety of things—exterior, interior, comfort, engine and handling, noises, sound system, and safety features. If you have young children or pets, consider the best interior color—would darker be better? Will spills on leather wipe up easier? There may be variables not listed on the checklist that you want to add or replace. Feel free to personalize the checklist to meet your specific needs. Make several copies of Handout 3 to have on hand as you inspect new vehicles.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Handout 3 is useful for new or used vehicles. CUNA’s statement stuffer, “How to Inspect a Used Car,” and “Fundamentals of Personal Finance: Your Vehicle Buying Road Map” also are good resources. 
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Pricing …
on the window sticker

 Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP)
 Optional equipment
 Destination charge
 Market adjustments
 Total price or “sticker price”

Source: Consumers Union (consumerreports.org)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: MSRP is the vehicle’s published retail—or base—price, without options, destination charge, or other fees. Dealers are free to sell the car at a higher or lower amount. Optional equipment refers to features or packages for which you pay extra; you can negotiate the price of optional equipment. Destination-charge fee covers the cost of delivering the vehicle from the factory to the dealership. It’s non-negotiable, is usually the same cost for all models within a brand, and doesn’t depend on the actual shipping distance. A market adjustment is a fee the dealer tacks on—typically to cars that are in high demand—to make additional profit. You can try to negotiate this figure, but if the vehicle is selling well the dealer won’t have much incentive to work with you. Sticker price is the total retail price for the vehicle, including MSRP, options, destination charge, and market adjustments. The dealer usually tries to sell the car for as close to this price as possible or offer you a token discount or manufacturer discount. To get the best price, negotiate up from the dealer’s true cost (on next slide), rather than down from the sticker price. NOTE: As of Sept. 2007, auto crash test data must be added to window stickers to give consumers a better shopping tool while browsing at the dealership. The new regulations cover passenger cars, SUVs, and vans, but not pickup trucks, although some automakers have agreed to display the crash test data for trucks anyway.
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Pricing …
not on the window sticker

 Dealer invoice price
 Rebate
 Dealer incentive
 Holdback
 Dealer’s true cost

Source: Consumers Union (consumerreports.org)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Dealer invoice is the dealer’s cost for the vehicle only, not including dealer’s costs for ads, selling, preparing, displaying, or financing. There may have been behind-the-scenes bonuses giving the dealer more profit margin. It’s a good bargaining tool, but look beyond the dealer invoice price to save hundreds of dollars.  Rebate is a direct-to-buyer incentive from the manufacturer. The rebate comes from the auto maker, so disregard it when negotiating with the dealership because you’ll get the rebate no matter what price you pay for the vehicle. Dealer incentive is money the manufacturer pays the dealer for selling certain models—usually slow-selling models. This money can be passed on to the buyer in the form of a price reduction, or kept as added dealer profit. This is how the dealer can afford to sell cars for “dealer cost” or below. These incentives come and go quickly and they aren’t announced to the public.  Holdback is a percentage of the MSRP manufacturers offer to dealers as a refund when the car is sold, typically 2% to 3%. This means the dealer still can make a profit on a car sold for “invoice.” Dealer’s true cost is the dealer invoice price, minus any incentives, rebates, and the holdback the dealer received. A close estimate is Consumer Reports’ “Bottom Line Price,” which is included with any New Car Price Report ($14) purchased through ConsumerReports.org. This is the price the dealer actually paid—and a better starting point for negotiation. Consider starting negotiations at 4% to 8% over dealer’s true cost, or 1% to 5% over Consumer Reports’ Bottom Line Price.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Pages 16 and 17 of the “Fundamentals” booklet contain charts to help members determine when a rebate is better than a three-year and four-year dealer loan.
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What’s it worth? 
Do your homework

 Know dealer’s invoice price 

 Know “true market value” price 
(current average selling price, minus popular options)

 Know value of your trade-in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: The more information you have at your fingertips about pricing, the greater the likelihood you’ll get a good deal on a new or used car.  The true market value price reflects what others are paying for the car in your geographic area, and can be found at edmunds.com (click “True Market Value”). Research the value of your trade-in at kbb.com, edmunds.com, or—for used-cars—by checking the classified section of the local newspaper. More than half of new-car buyers trade in their old cars because it’s more convenient. Used-car values drop between October and December, so try to wait until January to get more for your trade. Get a professional detailing job, and research the value of your trade-in before selling. Negotiate the price of the new car before talking about the trade-in, or the salesperson may give you a high trade-in value and make up for it with a higher price for the new car. You’ll probably get more money for your old car by selling it yourself as opposed to trading it in at the dealership, but know the risks. You may be contacted by unsavory individuals. Put everything in writing and request a cashier’s check.NOTE TO SPEAKER: Click on the link to the video clip if your computer has QuickTime (see System Requirements for instructions to download software). Test the clip before the seminar to make sure it’s audible in the room (place microphone by the speakers if necessary). If you choose not to play the video clip, move to the next slide.
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Dealing with dealers: 
Negotiate the best car price

 Do your homework before going to the lot
 Know preapproved loan amount per credit union
 Know dealer invoice price (different from MSRP)
• Aim to pay < 2% over invoice price
 Order car if not on the lot

 Don’t ...
 Settle for something you don’t like
 Show emotions
 Let dealers pressure you
 Be afraid to walk out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: No matter how many cars you’ve purchased, you don’t go through the process each week. Salespeople, however, negotiate car prices hundreds of times a year. Do your homework ahead of time to negotiate the best car price. Negotiation skills vary widely for each car buyer. The key to success is in gathering as much information as possible before you finalize the deal. The price of the car will vary greatly depending on the options you desire. Some cars come in different versions, such as DX, LX, and EX, or SE and LE. Standard options increase with each model, as does the price, and some companies offer very few nonstandard options as a result. Consider building your car online; some Web sites have tools that automatically add the cost of each option available on your vehicle, giving you a new total reflecting the additional cost factors. Remember that if you’re buying a popular car in short supply, expect to pay more, especially when it first goes on the market.
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More negotiation tips
 Talk about invoice price, not MSRP or list price

 Don’t talk trade-in until price is set

 Negotiate price first, then payments

 If manager’s approval is required to offer you a 
better deal, say you’ll wait just a few minutes—no more

 Ask for best offer, shop around, then take best deal

 Read contract carefully before you sign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Keep negotiations separate. Consider questions about financing, service contracts, trade-ins, or other extras after you settle on a price. Make sure you understand all the terms and conditions in the contract. You are obligated once you’ve signed the contract. Remember: Don’t negotiate down from the MSRP. Offer an amount over dealer’s cost based on the car’s value. How do you find out what the dealer paid? Visit cars.com, invoicedealers.com, yahoo!autos.com, autos.com, edmunds.com, myride.com and carsdirect.com.
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New car warranty

Included in original price of new cars.
Ask …
 How long? 

(Example: 3 years/50,000 miles; 8 years/80,000 miles)

 What does it cover? 
(Examples: bumper- to-bumper, body rust, normal wear)

 Maintenance agreement? 

 Is a dealer network readily available with 
service/warranty?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Make sure you understand what the warranty covers and doesn’t cover. A bumper-to-bumper warranty may not cover everything, so ask for specifics. If the warranty is for “normal wear,” ask what is considered normal wear? For example, does it include brake pads? Some new cars have a maintenance agreement. Ask what it covers. For example, does it cover oil changes?
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Do you need the 
new-car extras?

Don’t pay for things you don’t need.
Examples may include:

 Rustproofing
 Fabric protection
 Paint protectant
 Etching your VIN on windows to deter thieves
 Service contract (extended warranty)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: If these items are on the bill of sale, consider putting a line through them.  Vehicle bodies are already coated to protect against rust, and rust is not a major problem with modern cars. You can treat upholstery and apply paint protectant yourself with good off-the-shelf products.  You can do your own VIN (vehicle identification number) etching with a kit that costs about $25.  Service contracts are usually priced at double the actual cost (high markup).Resource: ConsumerReports.org, updated April 2009
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Service contract

 This is not a warranty, even though it’s 
also referred to as “extended warranty”

 It’s a promise to perform—or pay for—
certain repairs or services

 It always costs extra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: It’s likely that an extended warranty—or service contract—will be offered to you when you buy your next car. A service contract is not a warranty as defined by federal law—only the OEM (original equipment manufacturer) can offer a warranty. A service contract is an extended warranty that always costs extra. A service contract backed by an auto manufacturer is usually your safest best, if you choose to get one. The contract may cover a wide range of repairs and services. Repairs can be done at any authorized dealership and usually are approved without questions or problems. Unless your contract includes a deductible, you won’t pay anything for approved repairs. Make sure you ask questions before buying an auto service contract (see next slide).-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Discuss the CU MBI (mechanical breakdown insurance) policy, if applicable.
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Thinking about a 
service contract? 

Ask …
 Does it duplicate warranty coverage?
 Who backs the service?
 What does it cost?
 Will I pay a deductible? How often?
 What’s covered? What’s not?
 How are claims handled?
 Are parts new or reconditioned?
 What’s the length of the contract?

Source: FTC’s “Auto Service Contracts”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Note: The service contract (extended warranty) doesn’t cover anything already covered under the factory warranty. So, if the service contract is 5 years/100,000 miles on a car with a factory warranty of 3 years/36,000 miles, you are paying for 2 years/64,000 miles. In this case, your true cost for the service contract is much higher! Make sure you know who will back the service contract—the manufacturer, the dealer, or an independent company. A service contract from an independent company could cost less than a service contract from a manufacturer, but the quality of this kind of contract varies widely from company to company, according to Kelley Blue Book. Shop carefully.Resource: Federal Trade CommissionFtc.gov (click “Consumer Protection,” then “Consumer Information,” then “Automobiles”).
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Deciphering financing options

 With rebate, you forego the low-interest-rate loan
 But, adding rebate to down payment makes credit union financing 

even more attractive

 0% financing sounds great, but …
 Only available for buyers with pristine credit
 Usually short-term loans, slow-selling cars
 You’re unlikely to negotiate price

 Employee discounts and similar promotions
 Get as close to dealer invoice price as possible
 Some dealers push extras to make up lost profits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Consumer advocates continue to recommend credit union financing for new and used vehicles. Don’t let employee discount and other promotions lull you into not wanting to negotiate a better price. Be prepared to haggle—even when leasing. Some financing options—such as 0% financing and low monthly payments—can lead consumers to pay thousands more than they need to for new wheels. Know that some dealers make up lost profits by pushing extras such as rust-proofing and extended warranties or service contracts. Although other auto makers offer incentive programs, such as rebates and low-cost financing plans, better finance options may be available elsewhere. Check with the credit union first. Go to consumerreports.org. Order the New Car Price Report ($14) to get the vehicle’s Bottom Line Price, which is the dealer-invoice price minus any incentives or rebates received. Dealer incentives are almost always available on slower-selling models with lower resale values, and they can have bigger prepayment penalties and require bigger down payments. You may have to sacrifice color, style, or options you want;  unwanted options can add 25% to 30% to the sticker price of the car.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: If the CU offers an indirect lending program, mention it here. 
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Beware auto loan markups

CFA study:

 Marked-up finance rates are 
determined arbitrarily by some dealers 

 Hidden dealer markups may add $1,000 or 
more to cost of an auto loan

 Cost to consumers annually: $1 billion

Source: Consumer Federation of America, 2004 (the most recent study available)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Consumers who finance their vehicles through auto dealerships are charged—collectively—at least hundreds of millions and perhaps as much as a billion dollars annually in undisclosed finance markup charges, according to Consumer Federation of America (CFA), Washington, D.C. This markup practice, according to CFA, is encouraged by all of the auto industry’s leading captive finance companies and top auto-lending banks. Marked-up finance rates are determined arbitrarily—regardless of the consumer’s creditworthiness—by the dealer and encouraged by the lender, with kickbacks to both. Avoid markups by financing at the credit union.
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Upside-down loan

What is it?
 Owe more for car than it’s worth
 Common with five- or six-year loans

Alternatives:
 Don’t finance for longer than you plan to own it
 Make biggest down payment you can
 Choose shorter-term loan, if possible
 Buy vehicle that will hold value longer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: It’s not unusual for a car buyer to be upside down in a car loan a couple of years into a five- or six-year loan. If you find that you’re upside down in a loan, experts advise keeping the car as long as you can—at least until the amount left on the loan matches the car’s trade-in value.  If you need to get rid of the car, try selling it yourself, or consider bundling the negative equity from the car with a loan on a new car. If possible, accelerate your loan payments to avoid being upside down in your new loan.
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Is leasing right for you?

Factors to consider:
 Don’t own the vehicle
 Monthly payment each month
 Drive new car every two or three years
 Low mileage

For more information: “Keys to Vehicle Leasing” 
(federalreserve.gov/pubs/leasing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: With leasing, you’ll have a car payment each month. If you prefer to pay off your car and be payment-free, then buying—rather than leasing—may be better for you. Monthly lease payments usually are lower than monthly loan payments—you’re only paying for the vehicle’s depreciation, plus rent charges, taxes, and fees. With leasing, you may have upfront costs such as the first month’s payment, a refundable security deposit, a capitalized cost reduction, taxes, registration, and other charges and fees. A typical lease may allow you to drive 12,000 to 15,000 miles a year without penalty. You may want to consider buying a car if you have a long commute, or if you use your car for long-distance vacations.Resource: federalreserve.gov/pubs/leasing
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FTC: Lease shopping tips

 Negotiate all lease terms

 Understand end-of-lease—and extra—charges

 Does manufacturer’s warranty cover entire lease?

 Consider gap insurance
 Covers difference between what you owe 

and what the car is worth if stolen or totaled

 Read dealer contract—extra fees tacked on?

Source: ftc.gov (click “Consumer Protection,” then “Consumer Information” then 
“Automobiles”)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Negotiate the car price on a lease just as you would if you were buying, and don’t let on that you’re leasing until you have the car price you want. You’re responsible for early termination charges if you end the lease early. Don’t let the lease outlast the vehicle’s basic warranty (3 years, 30,000 miles is typical) or you may be paying major repair bills on a car or truck that you don’t own. Consider gap coverage that protects you if the vehicle is stolen or wrecked. Note that mileage in excess of the lease agreement typically costs you between about 10 cents and a quarter per mile. If you think you’ll drive more than 15,000 miles a year, it may be cheaper to pay up front to extend the limits. If you think you’ll drive less than the limits, ask to lower them for a discount or to be refunded for unused miles. Talk to people at the credit union about leasing and loan options.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: If the CU has a balloon loan option, explain it here.
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Tips for buying used

 Hire mechanic to inspect vehicle
 Ask for car’s maintenance record
 Take a test drive (hills, highways, heavy traffic)
 Talk to previous owners
 Contact repair shop. Ask:

 Regular maintenance done?
 Repairs completed—or not done yet?

 Run Vehicle History Report
 Totaled, salvaged, rebuilt, flooded, failed inspection, 

odometer rolled back? 
(DOT, carfax.com, Experian’s AutoCheck)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Used cars often are a better choice.REVIEW SLIDE BULLETSTELL AUDIENCE: Find out as much as you can about the history of any used car you’re thinking about buying. Carfax.com is one option ($34.99 for a single report, as of December 2010, or $44.99 for 5 reports plus unlimited CARFAX Safety and Reliability Reports), but it may not contain all the information you need, such as whether the vehicle was stolen. Call your state DOT (Department of Transportation) or check the Web site for forms related to vehicle history such as lien holders, title notations, mileage on title, title number, and so on (accident history may not be a part of DOT records). There may be a small fee.  If the vehicle carries a remaining factory warranty, have the warranty transferred to your name.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Refer to CUNA’s statement stuffer,  “How to Inspect a Used Car,” and “Fundamentals of Personal Finance: Your Vehicle Buying Road Map.” The credit union may want to consider purchasing copies of the statement stuffer, “How to Buy a Used Car” for participants. Resources are listed on the order form in the Seminars in a Box packet.
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Used car inspection checklist

 Exterior—dings, scratches

 Interior—worn or clean 

 Spare tire and equipment

 Hubcaps and moldings

 Electrical items—function properly

 VIN—match with contract

 Accessories—clock, light, stereo function properly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Take your time when checking the interior and exterior of any vehicle you’re thinking about purchasing.  Make sure all the accessories work, and that the car has a jack and related equipment. Keep good records and take notes as you inspect vehicles. Use Handout 3 to jot down your general impressions. Make a copy of Handout 3 for each vehicle you inspect.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Refer to CUNA’s statement stuffer, “How to Inspect a Used Car.”
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FTC’s Used Car Rule

Dealers must post a Buyers Guide in every 
used car they offer for sale, which tells:

 Whether it’s sold “as is” or with warranty
 Percentage of repair costs dealer pays under warranty
 Major mechanical and electrical systems on car
 What problems to look out for
 That spoken promises are difficult to enforce
 To get all promises in writing
 To keep Buyer’s Guide for reference after the sale
 To have it inspected by independent mechanic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: The Used Car Rule was enacted to prevent and discourage oral misrepresentations and unfair omissions of material facts by used car dealers concerning warranty coverage.  The Buyers Guide provides important information to consumers about used vehicles they’re thinking about buying, and ensures that buyers get information in writing about any warranty protection they have if there’s a problem with the car. The Buyers Guide must be prominently and conspicuously placed on or in the vehicle so both sides of the Guide are readable. Buyers Guides don’t have to be posted on motorcycles and most RVs. Anyone who sells less than 6 cars a year doesn’t have to post a Buyers Guide. The Rule prohibits the use of shorthand phrases such as “drivetrain” or “power train” when it’s not clear what specific components are included within the definition of those terms. The Used Car Rule applies in all states except Maine and Wisconsin because those states have similar regulations that require dealers to post disclosures on used vehicles. The Rule also applies in the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and American Samoa.
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If you buy from a 
private party …

 Used Car Rule doesn’t apply

 Use Buyers Guide list of major systems as shopping tool

 Seller must live up to promises in contract 

 Sales are “as is”—not covered by implied warranty

 Some warranties/service contracts not transferable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Because private sellers generally aren’t covered by the Used Car Rule and don’t have to use the Buyers Guide, you—the buyer—are encouraged to use the Guide’s list of an auto’s major systems as a shopping tool. You also can ask the seller if you can have the vehicle inspected by your mechanic. A refusal is a big red flag. Note that many states don’t require individual sellers to ensure that their vehicles will pass state inspection or carry a minimum warranty before they offer them for sale. Ask your state Attorney General’s office or local consumer protection agency about the requirements in your state. A good source of information is FTC’s “Buying a Used Car,” available at ftc.gov (click “Consumer Protection,” then “Consumer Information” then “Automobiles” then “Buying a Car”).
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What’s the best car deal?

 Fits your needs
 Fits your budget
 You control process—not pressured
 Priced a little over dealer’s true 

new-car cost, or
 Priced at reasonable used-car price

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Remember: The more homework you do ahead of time and the better informed you are, the greater the likelihood you’ll get a good deal.NOTE TO SPEAKER: Click on the link to the video clip if your computer has QuickTime (see System Requirements for instructions to download software). Test the clip before the seminar to make sure it’s audible in the room (place microphone by the speakers if necessary). If you choose not to play the video clip, move to the next slide.
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Checklist: Are you ready?

 I have a good credit history and know my credit score
 I plan to get preapproved before car-shopping
 I know how much car I can afford
 I know what kind of car I need and want
 I know how to research safety and reliability ratings
 I know how to find dealer invoice and other prices
 I understand various financing and warranty options
 I know what to look for on a test drive
 I know how to negotiate the best price

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: You may be ready to buy a car, but are your finances ready for the commitment? Make sure your credit report is in good standing so you get the best possible interest rate, based on a good bill-paying history. Consumer advocates and experts recommend car buyers shop around for the best financing offers, and they routinely recommend credit union financing. Use this checklist to see if you’re prepared to buy a new or used car.�
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Resources

Credit Union National Association Federal Trade Commission
creditunion.coop ftc.gov
Consumer site (has calculators) 877-FTC-HELP

BBB AUTO LINE AUTOCAP
Council of Better Business Bureaus Nat’l Automobile Dealers Assoc.
4200 Wilson Blvd., Suite 800 8400 Westpark Drive
Arlington, VA 22203-1838 McLean, VA 22102
800-955-5100 703-821-7000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: In addition to the resources listed on this slide, the annual auto issue of Consumer Reports magazine comes out in April and contains auto news, trends, and advice. The magazine is available in most public libraries.
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Remember … your credit union can 
help you with all your financial challenges.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: Are there any questions? (Allow time for discussion)TELL AUDIENCE: Your credit union loan officers are trained to help you with all your vehicle purchase needs.  We will send you a follow-up evaluation in two to three months. Please fill out the end-of-meeting evaluation before you leave.THANK YOU!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Stop with this slide. The next slide is for the benefit of the credit union.
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To order additional 
“Credit Union Seminars in a Box” topics:

Call 800-356-8010, press 3

For a list of available topics,
visit cuna.org and type 
“Member seminar kits”

in search box.

© 2005 – 2010 Credit Union National Association Inc., the trade association for credit unions in the 
U.S.
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